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ABSTRACT
Low (. 1%) levels of circular polarization (CP) detected at radio frequencies in the relativistic jets
of some blazars can provide insight into the underlying nature of the jet plasma. CP can be produced
through linear birefringence, in which initially linearly polarized emission produced in one region of
the jet is altered by Faraday rotation as it propagates through other regions of the jet with varying
magnetic field orientation. Marscher has begun a study of jets with such magnetic geometries using
the Turbulent Extreme Multi-Zone (TEMZ) model, in which turbulent plasma crossing a standing
shock in the jet is represented by a collection of thousands of individual plasma cells, each with distinct
magnetic field orientations. Here we develop a radiative transfer scheme that allows the numerical
TEMZ code to produce simulated images of the time-dependent linearly and circularly polarized
intensity at different radio frequencies. In this initial study, we produce synthetic polarized emission
maps that highlight the linear and circular polarization expected within the model.
Subject headings: blazars: non-thermal radiative transfer - relativistic processes - polarization
1. INTRODUCTION
Observations of polarized synchrotron radio emission
from the jets of blazars provide a probe of the under-
lying magnetic field structure that is thought to play an
important role in the dynamics of these highly relativistic
flows. Low levels (typically < 0.5 % Stokes I) of circu-
larly polarized intensity (Stokes V ) have been detected
in a sub-set of blazar jets (Wardle et al. 1998; Homan &
Wardle 1999; Homan, Attridge & Wardle 2001; Homan
et al. 2009). Circular polarization (CP) can be used to
probe the plasma composition of these jets (Wardle et
al. 1998). Unlike linear polarization (LP), which can be
altered by Faraday rotation in magnetized plasma both
within and external to the jet, CP is produced at levels
< 1% by the basic synchrotron process, or at potentially
higher levels through Faraday conversion from LP to CP
as the radiation propagates through the jet. A measure-
ment of the fractional CP (mc ≡ −V/I) emanating from
the jet can probe the charge asymmetry of leptons within
the jet plasma, and therefore the ratio of the number of
positrons to protons (Wardle et al. 1998; Ruszkowski &
Begelman 2002; Homan et al. 2009).
LP from blazars at high radio frequencies ranges from
several percent or less to tens of percent, with the higher
values tending to occur downstream of the most compact
emission (the “core”) seen on very long baseline inter-
ferometry (VLBI) images (e.g., Cawthorne et al. 1993;
Marscher et al. 2002). The LP of blazars at optical
wavelengths (e.g., Smith 2016) and in the millimeter-
wave core (Jorstad et al. 2007) is both variable and
weaker than the 70-75% value from synchrotron emis-
sion in a uniform magnetic field, characteristics that
can be explained through turbulent disordering of the
field. With these observations in mind, Marscher (2014)
has created the Turbulent Extreme Multi-Zone (TEMZ)
model for blazar emission. The TEMZ code simulates
the non-thermal emission from thousands of turbulent
plasma cells moving relativistically across a standing con-
ical shock (Figure 1). Each cell of plasma within the
model contains a distinct magnetic field that combines
a turbulent component with an underlying ordered com-
ponent. The combined emission from these turbulent
cells reproduces (statistically) the LP that is observed in
blazars, including the observed level of variability in both
degree and position angle (Marscher 2015). The turbu-
lent nature of this jet model can potentially create the
characteristics of a birefringent plasma in which Fara-
day conversion can produce circularly polarized emission
(Ruszkowski & Begelman 2002).
Here we develop a numerical algorithm to carry out
polarized radiative transfer through the TEMZ model.
We have embedded this algorithm into the ray-tracing
code RADMC-3D (see http://ascl.net/1202.015), which
we use to image the TEMZ grid. This makes it possi-
ble to compute both LP and CP intensity images as a
function of both time and frequency that include the ef-
fects of Faraday rotation as well as LP to CP conversion.
We combine the turbulently disordered magnetic field
with an ordered component, varying the ratio between
the two. The results can be compared to VLBI images
as well as to single-dish polarization measurements.
This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we summarize
the TEMZ model, in §3 we outline the radiative trans-
fer theory adopted in our study, and in §4 we list the
model parameters and present an initial ray-tracing cal-
culation through an ordered magnetic field. In §5 we
investigate the effect turbulence has on the birefringence
of the plasma, while in §6 we carry out a ray-tracing
calculation through this turbulent magnetic field. In
§7 & §8 we present synthetic multi-epoch observations
of the integrated levels of circular polarization. In §9
we explore internal Faraday rotation within the TEMZ
model. In §10 we investigate how CP depends on plasma
composition, and in §11 we study spectral polarimetry.
Finally, in §12 we present our summary and conclu-
sions. We adopt the following cosmological parameters:
Ho = 71 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73.
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Fig. 1.— A schematic representation of the TEMZ model, reproduced from Marscher (2014) and MacDonald (2016). The radio core of a
blazar is modeled as a collection of thousands of turbulent cells of plasma moving relativistically across a standing shock. The calculations
presented in this study include 169 cells in the cross-section that includes the Mach disk (a small, transversely oriented shock), and a total
of 13, 440 cells along the jet. The red line depicts how, along a given sight-line through the TEMZ grid, an individual ray crosses multiple
cells of plasma, each with a distinct magnetic field orientation.
2. SUMMARY OF THE TEMZ MODEL
In the TEMZ code (Marscher 2014), the jet plasma is
divided into thousands of cylindrical cells (as depicted in
Figure 1), each with uniform physical properties. Simu-
lated turbulence is realized through an adaptation of a
scheme by Jones (1988), in which each cell belongs to
four nested zones (with dimensions of 1×1×1, 2×2×2,
4×4×4, and 8×8×8 cells), with each zone contributing
a fraction of the turbulent magnetic field and density of
the cells that it contains. These contributions follow a
Kolmogorov spectrum to determine the relation between
the size of the zone and the fraction of the turbulent
field component or electron density (which can include
positrons as well) that the zone provides to its cells. An
ordered component of the magnetic field can optionally
be included, superposed on the turbulent field. The en-
ergy density of the particles injected at the upstream end
of the jet varies according to a power-law red-noise spec-
trum. The magnitudes of the turbulent field and den-
sity of each zone are computed randomly within a log-
normal distribution, while the direction of the field is also
determined randomly at the upstream and downstream
borders of the zone and rotated smoothly in between.
This scheme qualitatively reproduces both the random-
ness of turbulence and correlations among turbulent cells
located near each other. The direction of the turbulent
velocity of each cell is chosen randomly (with magnitude
set at a specified fraction of the sound speed), and this
velocity is added vectorially to the systemic velocity of
the jet flow.
The turbulence is assumed to endow the plasma with
relativistic electrons that follow a power-law energy dis-
tribution. When a plasma cell crosses a standing oblique
(conical in three dimensions) shock in the millimeter-
wave core, its electrons are heated solely via compres-
sion if the magnetic field is not close to parallel to the
shock normal, or accelerated to considerably higher ener-
gies (while maintaining the power-law form) if the field
is more favorably oriented (see, e.g., Sumerlin & Bar-
ing 2012). The component of the magnetic field lying
perpendicular to the shock normal, as well as the den-
sity, are amplified by shock compression. After passing
through the shock front the electron energy distributions
within the downstream plasma cells are subjected to syn-
chrotron losses (Pacholczyk 1970):
γ˙ = −kr(B2 + 8piuph)γ2, (1)
where kr = 1.3 × 10−9 erg−1 s−1 cm3 and uph is the
energy density of the photon field within each cell (i.e.,
inverse-Compton losses). Downstream of the shock, a
conical rarefaction decompresses the plasma; beyond this
point the emission is considered to contribute only a
small fraction of the flux and hence is ignored. TEMZ
computes the synchrotron emission and absorption coef-
ficients in each cell as viewed by the observer, taking into
account Doppler beaming, the aberrated direction of the
magnetic field (see, e.g., Lyutikov, Pariev, & Gabuzda
2005), and light-travel delays. It also calculates inverse
Compton emission and full time-dependent spectral en-
ergy distributions.
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3. POLARIZED RADIATIVE TRANSFER
In order to compute both LP and CP at radio fre-
quencies, we need a numerical algorithm to solve the full
Stokes equations of polarized radiative transfer (summa-
rized in Jones & O’Dell 1977; Jones 1988). In particular,
we solve the matrix presented in Equation 2 along various
sight-lines (rays) passing through the TEMZ computa-
tional grid. Here, Iν , Qν , Uν , and Vν are the frequency-
dependent Stokes parameters, while (η Iν , η
Q
ν , η
U
ν , η
V
ν )
and (κI , κQ, κU , κV ) represent, respectively, the emission
and absorption coefficients for the corresponding Stokes
parameters. The terms κ∗V and (κ
∗
Q, κ
∗
U ) account for
the effects of Faraday rotation and conversion, respec-
tively. Finally, the path length through each TEMZ
plasma cell is given by l. There is an analytic solution to
this matrix (presented in Jones & O’Dell 1977) which we
apply along individual rays passing through the TEMZ
grid (depicted by a red line in Figure 1). We then moni-
tor the polarized radiative transfer from cell to cell.
We have integrated this polarized radiative transfer
scheme into the ray-tracing code RADMC-3D. This code
builds up synthetic maps of the resultant polarized emis-
sion by casting thousands of rays through the TEMZ
grid. The exact analytic solutions to Equation 2 for Iν ,
Qν , Uν , and Vν , as well as an expression for the op-
tical depth τ of each homogenous plasma cell (i.e. of
uniform magnetic field strength), are given in Jones &
O’Dell (1977) and are summarized here in Appendix
A. RADMC-3D was designed to handle radiative trans-
fer through non-relativistic media. Analytic expressions
that account for the effects of relativistic aberration of
the rays cast by RADMC-3D are outlined in (Lyutikov,
Pariev, & Gabuzda 2005) and have been incorporated
into our algorithm (see §A.3). In §A.5 we present a test
of our radiative transfer algorithm.
4. EMISSION FROM AN ORDERED MAGNETIC FIELD
Table 1 lists the various adjustable parameters of the
TEMZ model, which include the ratio of ordered mag-
netic field to the mean turbulent field. This ratio is very
important to our present study because it determines the
number of field reversals, shown by Ruszkowski & Begel-
man (2002) to play a dominant role in the generation of
CP. As a trial calculation for our new polarized radiative
transfer algorithm, we ray-traced through the highly or-
dered magnetic field depicted in the left panel of Figure
2. For all of the calculations presented in this paper, the
TEMZ grid is comprised of 13, 440 individual turbulent
cells divided into eight concentric cylindrical shells cre-
TABLE 1
TEMZ Model Parameters and Values Used in this Study
Symbol Description Value
Z Redshift 0.069
α Optically thin spectral index 0.65
B Mean magnetic field (G) 0.03
−b Power-law slope of power spectrum 1.7
fB Ratio of energy densities ue/uB 0.1
Rcell Radius of TEMZ cells (pc) 0.004
γmax Maximum electron energy 10000
γmin Minimum electron energy 10
βu Bulk laminar velocity of unshocked plasma 0.986
βt Turbulent velocity of unshocked plasma 0.0
ζ Angle between conical shock and jet axis 10◦
θobs Angle between jet axis and line of sight 6
◦
φ Opening semi-angle of jet 6.8◦
zMD Distance of Mach disk from BH (pc) 1.0
ffield Ratio of ordered helical field to total field 0.1-1.0
ψ Pitch angle of the helical field 45◦
nstep Number of time steps 5000
nrad Number of cells in jet cross-section 169
ating the conical shock structure illustrated in Figure 1.
These cells of plasma were then mapped onto a uniform
120×120×120 cartesian grid within which the ray-tracing
calculation was carried out. The RADMC-3D code casts
640, 000 individual rays through this cartesian grid form-
ing 800×800 square-pixel maps of the polarized emission
produced by the TEMZ model. The RADMC-3D code
makes use of a first-order cell-based scheme. The path
length (l) through each turbulent TEMZ cell is computed
and all plasma quantities are zone-centered. The resul-
tant emission maps from this trial ray-tracing calculation
are presented in Figure 3. We convolve the resultant im-
ages with a circular Gaussian beam with a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 10 µas. This beam size is
small enough to illustrate the main features of the model
and also roughly corresponds to the angular resolution of
the longest baselines of a global VLBI array (or one in-
cluding an antenna in space) at short radio wavelengths
for comparison with potential future observations.
The jet was given a bulk Lorentz factor of Γ = 6 and an
angle of inclination to our line of sight of 6◦. Each com-
putational cell in our model has a characteristic length
scale of 0.004 pc. An underlying electron power-law en-
ergy distribution, ne(γ) ∝ γ−s, was assigned to each cell
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Fig. 2.— (Left panel) A 3D visualization of the ordered helical magnetic field within the first TEMZ simulation. Each vector highlights
the magnetic field strength within an individual plasma cell (see color bar to the right for field strength in Gauss). (Right panel) A 3D
visualization of the disordered magnetic field within the second TEMZ simulation.
over the energy range γmin to γmax, with s = 2.3 ap-
plied throughout the whole grid. The low-energy cutoff
(γmin) of the electron energy distribution has a major
influence on the emission we compute from our models.
We adopt a value of γmin = 10 which corresponds to
the high rotation limit (i.e. nearly circular characteris-
tic waves, discussed further in §5 & §11). After crossing
the shock, each cell’s values of γmin and γmax are up-
dated as the electrons undergo radiative cooling. This
cooling is computed analytically and takes account of
the local magnetic field strength and the density of seed
photons (Equation 1). As the plasma propagates down
the cell structure, the history of the losses is stored, so
that the losses during a given time step are incrementally
added to the previous losses in a self-consistent fashion
(see Marscher 2014 - §2.1 for a more in-depth discus-
sion). We also point out that the ratio of energy densities
(ue/uB) listed in Table 1 is applied upstream of the shock
and evolves down the length of the jet as well. Table 1
lists the values of the other TEMZ model parameters
used in our calculations. Figure 3 (lower panel) shows a
map of the fractional circular polarization (mc ≡ −V/I)
emerging from the TEMZ grid. Unlike observations that
typically show only one sign of CP in a given blazar, our
synthetic map contains both positive and negative CP
that appear simultaneously. The levels of circular po-
larization in this map reach ∼ 1.6%. The highest levels
of circular polarization observed to emanate from an ex-
tragalactic jet are ∼ 2 - 4% in the radio galaxy 3C 84
(Homan & Wardle 2004). While these initial results are
promising, the magnetic field used here is highly ideal-
ized.
5. FARADAY CONVERSION IN A DISORDERED
MAGNETIC FIELD
After performing the initial ray-tracing calculation pre-
sented in §4, we applied our scheme to the case of a tur-
bulent magnetic field (illustrated in the right panel of
Figure 2). One would expect that the increased disor-
der in the field would increase the birefringence of the
jet plasma, leading to increased Faraday conversion, as
found by Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002). It might also
cause depolarization of the emission due to the lack of
a systematic vector-ordered magnetic field component.
The interplay between these two effects should govern
the level of CP produced in the turbulent TEMZ grid.
In order to explore these effects in a quantifiable manner,
we have tracked several emission parameters pertaining
to CP production along a random sight-line through this
disordered TEMZ model. As a first test, we recorded the
fractional CP (mc) from cell to cell along a given sight-
line (see upper panel of Figure 4). In one test case (shown
in blue in the upper panel of Figure 4), we plot only the
fractional CP intrinsic to each cell. In another test case
(shown in red in the upper panel of Figure 4), we also
allow Faraday conversion to modify the emission from
cell to cell along our sight-line. One can clearly see that
as our ray passes through the turbulent plasma, Fara-
day conversion increases the observed level of mc beyond
what would be intrinsic to each cell. We also call atten-
tion to the high levels of mc that are produced within
the disordered TEMZ model (∼ 4.5% for this particular
sight-line). These “extreme” CP pixels get “washed” out
when we convolve our resolved emission maps with a cir-
cular Gaussian beam resulting in integrated levels of CP
mc . 1% (see §6 & §8).
As summarized in Wardle & Homan (2003) and
Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002), the production of CP
within blazars can result from Faraday conversion in a
turbulent jet plasma. As discussed in §2 and §3, we
model this turbulent plasma using thousands of individ-
ual homogeneous plasma cells. We point out, however,
that Hodge (1982) found that variations in the magnetic
field of an inhomogeneous plasma can lead to characteris-
tic wave coupling which in turn produces sizable amounts
of CP. Bjo¨rnsson (1990) further showed that the cou-
pling of characteristic waves can occur over smooth vari-
ations of the plasma properties. This implies that the
plasma properties, which in a homogeneous plasma cell
create CP, in an inhomogeneous source would also pro-
duce coupling between the characteristic waves. The CP
produced through this coupling is predicted to be of the
same order as that from Faraday conversion (Bjo¨rnsson
1990). Therefore, our modeling a turbulent jet as a
piecewise homogeneous structure artificially excludes an
important source of CP. To include these complex plasma
effects, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Faraday conversion occurs over two stages. Initially,
linearly polarized emission originates from within the jet
via synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons en-
trained in the jet’s magnetic fields. If we choose a suit-
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Fig. 3.— (Upper panel) - A rendering of the total intensity I at an observing frequency of 86 GHz. The magnetic field has the ordered
structure shown in the left panel of Figure 2. (Middle panel) - Rendering of linearly polarized intensity P of the ordered TEMZ grid.
Black line segments indicate the electric vector position angles (EVPAs) as projected onto the plane of the sky (I contours are overlaid in
white). The effects of relativistic aberration (see Lyutikov, Pariev, & Gabuzda 2005) on the orientation of these EVPAs have been included
in these calculations. (Lower panel) - A plot of the fractional CP in the observer’s frame highlighting the different regions within the jet
that produce positive and negative CP. An integrated value (see discussion in §7) of CP is listed to the lower right. The above images have
all been convolved with the circular Gaussian beam of FWHM 10 µas shown in the lower left of each panel. Λ (listed in the upper panel)
pertains to the plasma composition of the jet and is discussed in §10.
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able reference axis, this process will generate Stokes Q.
Internal Faraday rotation can then convert Q into U as
the synchrotron radiation propagates through the jet.
In our simulation the cells in the TEMZ model act as
internal Faraday screens (see §9). Faraday conversion,
a process uniquely intrinsic to relativistic plasma, then
transforms U into V. Therefore, in our model the produc-
tion of CP within a blazar jet is dependent upon both
the Faraday rotation depth (τF ) and the Faraday conver-
sion depth (τC) through the intervening jet plasma along
each line of sight. These Faraday depths are themselves
dependent upon the optical depth (τ) of the jet plasma:
τF = |ζ∗V | τ (3)
and
τC = |ζ∗Q| τ , (4)
where ζ∗V , ζ
∗
Q, and τ are given in Appendix A; their values
are specific to the synchrotron process (see Equations A5,
A10, and A11, respectively). In a homogeneous cell of
plasma (i.e. of uniform magnetic field) the observed levels
of fractional CP from the conversion process are propor-
tional to the ratio of the Faraday depths: mc ∝ τC/τF in
the high rotation (τF  1) limit (Jones & O’Dell 1977)
and the product of the Faraday depths: mc ∝ τF τC
in the low rotation (τF  1) limit (Wardle & Homan
2003, Homan et al. 2009, & O’Sullivan et al. 2013). We
explore the spectral behavior of mc in these two limit-
ing cases in §11. As a second test of CP production in
the TEMZ model, in the lower panel of Figure 4 we plot
the Faraday conversion depth from cell to cell along the
same sight-line shown in the upper panel of Figure 4. It
is clear from comparison of the upper and lower panels
of Figure 4 (highlighted in blue) that the two spikes in
the conversion depth of the plasma along this particular
sight-line result in corresponding increases in mc. An
additional test of our CP algorithm is presented in §A.5.
6. EMISSION FROM A DISORDERED MAGNETIC FIELD
We proceed to explore the effect that this more tur-
bulent jet environment has on the CP emission maps
produced by RADMC-3D. All of the model parameters
listed in Table 1 remain the same as for the ordered field
computations, except here ffield, the ratio of the ordered
helical magnetic field to the total magnetic field within
each TEMZ cell, is set to 0.1. As discussed in §5, the
expectation is that the increased disorder in the turbu-
lent TEMZ magnetic field will lead to increased levels
of CP. The images from this second ray-trace (shown
in Figure 5) illustrate the more disordered emission (as
compared to Figure 3) produced by this calculation. We
again convolve the resultant images with a circular Gaus-
sian beam of FWHM 10 µas. We also convolve the im-
ages (shown in Appendix B) with an elliptical Gaussian
beam of FWHM 0.14 × 0.05 mas which mimics the res-
olution currently attainable with the Global Millimeter
VLBI array (GMVA) at 86 GHz.
The integrated level of circular polarization in the tur-
bulent TEMZ model (mc, listed in the lower panel of
Figure 5, and discussed in detail in §7) reaches ∼0.3%,
which is still in rough agreement with observations of
circular polarization in blazars (see Homan & Wardle
2004). However, as discussed in §5, we find very lo-
calized levels of fractional circular polarization that can
Fig. 4.— (Upper panel) - A plot of fractional circular polariza-
tion mc along a random sight-line through the disordered TEMZ
grid. The blue circles correspond to CP intrinsic to each TEMZ
cell, whereas the red circles highlight the effect that Faraday con-
version has on the observed level of CP along the ray. The radiative
transfer starts at the back of the jet (cell 0) and progresses to the
front of the jet (cell 120), resulting in the creation of one pixel in
our image maps. (Lower panel) - A plot of the Faraday conver-
sion depth τC (blue circles) along the same sight-line presented in
the upper panel. The cell numbers are identical.
reach as high as ∼4% in a disordered (upstream of the
shock) TEMZ field. In all instances the fractional LP
(ml ≡
√
Q2 + U2/I) is much larger than the absolute
value of the fractional CP (|mc| = |V |/I); however, ml al-
ways remains below ∼ 70% (the theoretical maximum for
synchrotron emission with α = 0.65; Pacholczyk 1970).
The images presented in Figure 5 are obtained at an ob-
serving frequency of νobs = 86 GHz and correspond to
optically thin synchrotron emission. The I and P maps
are positive definite. The mc map exhibits a range of
positive and negative values. A study of the temporal
and spectral variability of these synthetic images is pre-
sented in §8 and §11.
The middle panels of Figures 3 and 5 present maps of
linearly polarized intensity (P ≡
√
Q2 + U2). The ori-
entation of the LP as projected onto the plane of sky is
demarcated by electric vector position angles (EVPAs)
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Fig. 5.— (Upper panel) - A rendering of the total intensity I at an observing frequency of 86 GHz. The magnetic field has the
disordered structure shown in the right panel of Figure 2. (Middle panel) - Rendering of linearly polarized intensity P of the disordered
TEMZ grid. Black line segments indicate the electric vector position angles (EVPAs) as projected onto the plane of the sky (I contours
are overlaid in white). The effects of relativistic aberration (see Lyutikov, Pariev, & Gabuzda 2005) on the orientation of these EVPAs
have been included in these calculations. (Lower panel) - A plot of the fractional CP in the observer’s frame highlighting the different
regions within the jet that produce positive and negative CP. The red cross demarcates the sight-line examined in Figure 4. An integrated
value (see discussion in §7) of CP is listed to the lower right. The above images have all been convolved with the circular Gaussian beam
of FWHM 10 µas shown in the lower left of each panel. Λ (listed in the upper panel) pertains to the plasma composition of the jet and is
discussed in §10.
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χ. These EVPAs are shown as black line segments in the
P maps. The value of χ within a given pixel is computed
based on the local values of Q and U within that pixel:
χ = 12 arctan( U/Q ). As a further test of our algorithm,
we tune our observing frequency until the emission em-
anating from the TEMZ grid reaches the optically thick
limit. As τ → 1 we observe the polarization vectors to
systematically rotate by ∼ 90◦, as predicted by the the-
ory of synchrotron self-absorption (Pacholczyk 1970; see
the variation of the integrated values of χ with ν in Fig-
ure 9). Images obtained of the polarized intensity in the
co-moving frame of the plasma clearly show ordering of
the initially turbulent magnetic field downstream of the
shock.
For all of the calculations presented in this paper, the
angle of the jet to our line of sight (θobs) is set to 6
◦.
All of our model parameters are similar to those used
by Wehrle et al. (2016) to model BL Lacertae. In the
future, we plan to carry out a more detailed study of
the effect that varying degrees of jet inclination can have
on the observed levels of CP. This test will be crucial in
determining whether the sign of mc is sensitive to the
large scale orientation of the jet’s magnetic field with
respect to our line of sight (see Enßlin 2003; Ruszkowski
& Begelman 2002).
7. INTEGRATED LEVELS OF FRACTIONAL
POLARIZATION
At the resolution of VLBI polarized intensity images
published thus far, the structures displayed in Figures 3
and 5 would only be partially resolved or even unresolved.
In order to make comparisons between the levels of CP
present in our simulations and existing measurements,
we therefore compute integrated levels of fractional CP
at each time step/epoch of the simulation. This is accom-
plished by first defining a limiting contour in our I maps
(which we arbitrarily set to 10% of the peak I value).
We then compute mc = −V/I in each pixel within this
limiting contour, creating the maps of fractional circu-
lar polarization presented in the lower panels of Figures
3 and 5. To acquire integrated levels of fractional CP,
we then compute averages of the Stokes I and V param-
eters within this limiting contour: I and V . Based on
these averages, we then compute an integrated level of
fractional CP for each time step of the simulation:
mc = −V /I . (5)
As discussed in §6, the levels of fractional CP present in
Figures 3 and 5 are in rough agreement with observations
of CP. In §8, we carry out a temporal analysis in which
we monitor these integrated levels of fractional CP over
the course of the entire TEMZ simulation. The presence
of both negative and positive levels of CP (simultane-
ously) within our maps is a distinct feature that has not
been commonly seen in observations of blazar jets (with
the exception of 3C 84 - see Homan & Wardle 2004),
but this may be the result of the cores only being par-
tially resolved by VLBI observations. It will be of interest
to compare our synthetic images with the results of up-
coming observational campaigns that will image several
blazars on µas scales with various VLBI arrays, includ-
ing RadioAstron plus ground based antennas, the Global
Millimeter VLBI Array (GMVA), and the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT). The sensitivity and resolution of these
Fig. 6.— (Upper panel) - Variations of mc for the ordered
field case (left panel of Figure 2). The simulation is run for 5000
time steps, with each time step corresponding to ∼ 0.2 days in
the observer’s frame. The red, green, and blue curves correspond
to observations at νobs = 15, 43, and 86 GHz, respectively. The
average values of mc for each frequency over the entire duration
of the simulation are listed in the lower right. (Lower panel) -
Corresponding variability in mc for the disordered field case (right
panel of Figure 2). The blue bar highlights a CP sign reversal at
86 GHz.
combined arrays should be sufficient to probe the loca-
tion(s) in the jet where Faraday conversion occurs.
8. MULTI-EPOCH OBSERVATIONS
There have been several multi-frequency studies of the
temporal variability of CP observed in blazar jets. In
particular, the University of Michigan Radio Astronomy
Observatory (UMRAO) has carried out several dedicated
programs with single 26 m dish observations at frequen-
cies of 4.8, 8.0, and 14.5 GHz (see, e.g., Aller, Aller,
& Hughes 2011; Aller, Aller, & Plotkin 2003). These
campaigns have detected CP at faint but statistically sig-
nificant levels in a number of blazar jets (e.g., 3C 273,
3C 279, 3C 84, and 3C 345). The POLAMI program (see
Thum et al. 2018) is also actively conducting CP moni-
toring of blazars at mm-wavelengths. A marked feature
in the temporal variability of CP in these sources is the
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occurrence of sign reversals in the handedness of the ob-
served fractional CP. These sign changes occur over a
range of timescales (month to years). It has been sug-
gested that these sudden reversals in the sign of mc indi-
cate the existence of turbulent magnetic fields within the
radio cores of these objects (see Aller, Aller, & Plotkin
2003). Enßlin (2003) point out, however, that there are
long time spans (decades in some cases) over which the
sign of mc can remain constant (see also Myserlis et al.
2018). Enßlin suggested that in these objects Faraday
conversion occurs as the radio waves propagate through a
rotationally twisted rather than turbulent magnetic field.
Since the twist could result from rotation of the field lines
at the base of the jet (e.g., if the footprint of the field is in
plasma orbiting the black hole), CP sign reversals would
be quite rare. These two physical scenarios highlight the
potential of using observations of temporal variability in
CP as a probe of the underlying physics of relativistic
jets.
In order to investigate these two scenarios, we have
carried out a time series analysis of the integrated lev-
els of fractional CP produced by the TEMZ model using
two different magnetic field grids: (i) the ordered heli-
cal magnetic field geometry shown in the left panel of
Figure 2, and (ii) the turbulent magnetic field geometry
shown in the right panel of Figure 2. We run each TEMZ
model for 5000 time steps. Each time step (as outlined in
Marscher 2014) is determined by how long it takes one
plasma cell to advect down the jet by one cell length (see
Figure 1). With a bulk Lorentz factor Γ = 6 and viewing
angle of 6◦ (Table 1), this corresponds to ∼ 0.2 days in
the observer’s frame. All images in our time series anal-
ysis have been convolved with a circular Gaussian beam
with a FWHM of 10 µas. Finally, as discussed in §7, we
compute integrated levels of fractional circular polariza-
tion mc based on averages of I and V computed within
the limiting contours of each map. These integrated val-
ues are then recorded from one time step to the next,
creating synthetic multi-epoch observations. We perform
this analysis for both grids at frequencies of νobs = 15,
43, and 86 GHz. The results are shown in Figure 6, in
which the upper panel illustrates the temporal variabil-
ity in mc for the ordered field case, whereas the lower
panel highlights the corresponding variability in mc for a
disordered field. The average value of mc for each TEMZ
simulation is listed (for each frequency) in the lower right
of each panel. The sign of mc over multiple epochs in the
ordered field case, is in keeping with the predictions of
Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002) and Enßlin (2003). In
contrast, when the field is disordered, we indeed see suc-
cessive reversals in the sign of mc (one such reversal at
86 GHz, occurring over roughly 100 days, is highlighted
in blue in the lower panel of Figure 6). At νobs = 15 GHz
the value of mc is predominantly negative for both runs,
whereas at νobs = 43 GHz the value of mc tends to be
positive. In §11 we carry out a more detailed analysis of
the spectral behavior of mc(ν). The temporal variability
of mc for the disordered field supports the interpretation
proposed by Aller, Aller, & Hughes (2011) that rever-
sals in the sign of CP are an observational signature of
turbulence within the jet plasma. We also find a sizable
difference in the overall level (and sign) of CP between
the ordered and disordered magnetic field models.
Fig. 7.— An internal Faraday rotation map of the TEMZ model
at νobs = 86 GHz. At each pixel within the white Stokes I con-
tours (see upper panel of Figure 5), we have computed the absolute
difference in EVPA angle (χ) between a ray-tracing calculation in
which we include the effect of Faraday rotation (ζ∗V ) and one in
which we suppress Faraday rotation within the plasma (ζ∗V → 0).
9. INTERNAL FARADAY ROTATION
After creating synthetic radio images of the turbulent
TEMZ model at νobs = 86 GHz (presented in §6), we
proceeded to map the amount of internal Faraday rota-
tion occurring within the jet. In Figure 7, we present a
map of the degree (∆χ):
∆χ = | χζ∗V − χζ∗V→0 | , (6)
by which the orientation of the observed LP angle (χ) is
rotated by in each pixel between a ray-tracing calculation
in which we include the effects of Faraday rotation within
the plasma (ζ∗V ; as discussed in §5, see Equation 3) and
an identical calculation in which we suppress the effects
of Faraday rotation within the plasma (ζ∗V → 0). If the
Faraday rotation is internal to the jet (as is the case
here, since there is no plasma external to the jet in our
computations), this degree of rotation will be:
∆χ ∝ τF ∝ lnγmin
γ 2α+2min
Λ (7)
(Wardle & Homan 2003). In Equation 7, τF is the Fara-
day rotation depth through the jet plasma, γmin is the
lower limit of the electron power-law energy distribution,
and Λ (≡ flfu) is equal to the product of the lepton
charge number of the plasma (fl) with the fraction of
magnetic field that is uniform and unidirectional (fu).
Here,
fl =
(n− − n+)
(n− + n+)
, (8)
where n−/+ are the number densities of the elec-
trons/positrons respectively. Within each TEMZ cell the
magnetic field is vector-ordered and unidirectional, im-
plying fu → 1. We explore different plasma composi-
tions in §10, but for this calculation we assume a normal
plasma with no positrons (n+ = 0 & fl → 1).
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Fig. 8.— (Upper left panel) - I map for a jet composed of “normal” plasma with a proton to positron ratio of 1000 (Λ = 0.998).
(Upper right panel) - I map for a jet composed of “pair” plasma with a proton to positron ratio of 0.001 (Λ = 0.0005). (Lower left
panel) - Corresponding V map for the normal plasma case. (Lower right panel) - Corresponding V map for the pair plasma case.
Integrated values of mc are listed to the upper right of the V maps. The above images have all been convolved with the circular Gaussian
beam of FWHM 10 µas shown in the lower left of each panel. All images are produced from the same TEMZ model at νobs = 86 GHz.
The difference in the CP emission between the lower left and lower right panels highlights the sensitivity of CP to the underlying plasma
content of the jet.
As with our maps of fractional circular polarization
(shown in the lower panels of Figure 3 and 5), we only
compute ∆χ within a fixed limiting contour of our Stokes
I map (which we arbitrarily set to 10% of the peak I
value). We find very localized regions of relatively high
internal Faraday rotation (∆χ ∼ 1 rad at 86 GHz) within
the TEMZ model. It is within these regions that rota-
tion driven Faraday conversion will result in the creation
of CP. This map highlights the potential of using polari-
metric observations obtained on µas scales to constrain
where in blazar jets CP is being produced through the
combined relativistic processes of Faraday rotation and
conversion.
10. PLASMA COMPOSITION STUDY
The calculations presented above (§4-§9) have im-
plicitly assumed an electron-proton plasma within the
jet. Some admixture of positrons within the jet plasma
should also be explored. In order to incorporate plasma
composition into our ray-tracing calculations, we have
modified the normalized absorption term: ζ∗V in our
polarized radiative transfer routine (see Appendix A -
Equation A11) to include an additional term: Λ, that
accounts for the plasma content of the jet:
ζ∗V = ζ
∗V
α (ν/νmin)
α+ 12
ln γmin
γmin
cot(ϑ) Λ
[
1 +
α+ 2
2α+ 3
]
,
(9)
where (as discussed in §9) Λ = flfu (Homan et al. 2009).
Within an individual TEMZ cell, the local magnetic field
vector is uniform and unidirectional, implying fu = 1,
while fl is given by Equation 8 (see §9). The number
density of protons is np = n− − n+, since astrophysical
plasmas are electrically neutral. In our computations, a
“normal” plasma is assigned a proton to positron ratio
of 1000 (Λ = 0.998), while for a pair plasma the ratio is
set at 0.001 (Λ = 0.0005). Figure 8 presents a compari-
son of the resultant Stokes I and Stokes V emission maps
from snapshots of identical TEMZ models in which we
assume different plasma compositions: “normal” plasma
is shown in the left panels and “pair” plasma is shown in
the right panels. While the I maps are indistinguishable,
the differences in the morphology and level of circular po-
larization in the lower panels of Figure 8 confirm that CP
is indeed a sensitive probe of the plasma content of the
jet. Future imaging of relativistic particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations that account for the dynamical differences
between normal and pair plasma jets will be of interest.
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11. SPECTRAL POLARIMETRY
As discussed in §5, there are several distinct physi-
cal processes by which circularly polarized emission can
be produced within a relativistic jet. In a homoge-
nous plasma, CP can emanate either intrinsically (int)
from synchrotron emission or through Faraday conver-
sion (con); Jones & O’Dell (1977). The latter process is
commonly believed to be the dominant form of CP pro-
duction within blazars (Wardle et al. 1998; Ruszkowski
& Begelman 2002) and can occur at both high (τF  1)
and low (τF  1) Faraday rotation depths. The spectral
behavior of CP can potentially be used to discern which
of these mechanisms of CP production dominates within
the jet plasma. The following spectral dependancies pro-
vide useful theoretical predictions:
mintC ∝ ν−1/2 (10)
mconC high rotation ∝ ν−1 (11)
mconC low rotation ∝ ν−5 . (12)
Equation 10 is valid only for intrinsic optically thin emis-
sion in a uniform magnetic field, whereas Equations 11
and 12 are valid for conversion in uniform magnetic fields
in the high and low rotation limits, respectively (see
Jones & O’Dell 1977, Wardle & Homan 2003, and the
discussion in §5). We point out that in the standard
Blandford-Ko¨nigl jet (Blandford & Ko¨nigl 1979) mC
has no frequency dependence. As discussed in Wardle
& Homan (2003), the spectral dependance of mc comes
about because the Faraday conversion (τC) and rotation
depths (τF ) are both functions of γmin (see Equations
A10 & A11). For an isothermal Blandford-Ko¨nigl jet
γmin is constant. If, however, γmin varies down the length
of the jet, as it does in our model, mC can gain a steep
spectral dependence. O’Sullivan et al. (2013) have mea-
sured, with unprecedented sensitivity, both the degree
and spectral behavior of CP, mC(ν), in the quasar PKS
B2126−158 using the Australia Telescope Compact Ar-
ray (ATCA). They found mconC (ν) ∼ ν−3. They also
found that the fractional LP: ml(ν), and the fractional
CP: mc(ν), are anti-correlated across a frequency range
of νobs = 1-10 GHz. This spectral behavior favors the
conversion (con) mechanism of CP production. We have
created synthetic spectral polarimetric observations of
the TEMZ model over a large range of frequencies (see
Figure 9). We find that our values of integrated frac-
tional CP, mc(ν), lie between the predicted curves of the
high Faraday rotation depth (i.e. circular characteristic
waves) and low Faraday rotation depth (i.e. linear char-
acteristic waves) conversion mechanisms (Equations 11
& 12). This spectral behavior corresponds to elliptical
characteristic waves which in an inhomogeneous plasma
can result in relatively high levels of CP. We find that
both ml(ν) and mc(ν) increase between νobs ∼ 30-60
GHz. In the ∼100-200 GHz range, ml(ν) continues to
increase and mc(ν) decreases. We do not see a clear
anti-correlation between ml(ν) and mc(ν) at these higher
frequencies. We emphasize, however, that our synthetic
observations are on vastly different scales compared to
those presented in O’Sullivan et al. (2013). The spectra
plotted in Figure 9 (and in particular its complex low-
frequency behavior) is a reflection of the inhomogeneity
in the values of γmin and the magnetic field strength (and
Fig. 9.— Variations of the Stokes parameters as a function of
frequency: (Top panel) - Integrated total intensity (I), (Upper
middle panel) - Integrated fractional LP (ml), (Lower middle
panel) - Integrated EVPA angle (χ), (Bottom panel) - Inte-
grated fractional CP (mc). The predicted spectral dependences of
the intrinsic (dash dot), Faraday conversion in the high rotation
limit (dashed), and Faraday conversion in the low rotation limit
(solid) mechanisms of CP production as a function of frequency
(Equations 10, 11, & 12) are shown as well.
orientation) through our model. In addition, our spectra
are also affected by the fact that ne(γ) is changing as the
electrons lose energy downstream of the shock.
12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have found that a turbulent magnetic field par-
tially ordered by shock compression can produce circu-
larly polarized emission at the percent levels seen in some
blazars. We have demonstrated that Faraday conver-
sion is indeed the dominant mechanism of CP produc-
tion within the TEMZ model, in agreement with Jones
(1988) and Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002). We have
also shown that reversals in the sign of the integrated
levels of mC are indicative of turbulent magnetic fields
within the jet (as postulated by Aller, Aller, & Plotkin
2003), while constancy in the sign of mC over many
epochs can indeed be attributed to the presence of large
scale ordered helical magnetic fields within the jet (as
predicted by Enßlin 2003).
We have created a map of the internal Faraday rota-
tion present within the TEMZ model at νobs = 86 GHz
(Figure 7). The high levels of internal Faraday rotation
present within our model highlights the potential of using
multi-frequency rotation measures (RM) of blazar jets on
µas scales to probe where in the jet Faraday conversion
is occurring. We have also confirmed (Figure 8) the sen-
sitivity of CP to the underlying plasma content of the
jet (as discussed in Wardle et al. 1998). We intend to
compare our synthetic emission maps to upcoming ob-
servations that will incorporate phased-ALMA and the
orbiting RadioAstron antenna in mm-wave VLBI obser-
vations of blazars at 1.3 cm (∼ 20 µas resolution). The
unprecedented sensitivity and resolution of such obser-
vational campaigns will probe where in the jets Faraday
rotation and conversion is occurring.
The next step to take with this theoretical study is to
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begin to explore how changes in the TEMZ model pa-
rameters affect the levels of circular polarization. These
tests will be crucial in assessing the utility of CP mea-
surements in discerning the underlying nature of the jet
plasma. The ultimate goal of this research program is
the characterization of the lepton content of the jet (fl).
Determining this ratio is vitally important to our under-
standing of the effect the jet can have on its surrounding
environment (“feedback”). By combining maps of mC
and RM, we can observationally constrain the lower limit
of the electron power-law energy distribution (γmin) and
the parameter Λ (= flfu). We plan on compiling a set of
simulations that chart a range of plausible plasma com-
positions (fl) and jet magnetic field orientations (fu).
Comparison of CP observations with this set of simula-
tions will determine which values of fl and fu can match
the data, thus probing (in a quantifiable manner) the
plasma composition of a relativistic jet.
Finally, our polarized radiative transfer scheme has
been written in a robust fashion that will allow it to
be used in ray-tracing through other types of numerical
jet simulations (for example, particle-in cell (PIC) sim-
ulations; Nishikawa et al. 2016, or relativistic-magneto-
hydrodynamic (RMHD) simulations; Marti et al. 2016).
All the routine requires is a three-dimensional distribu-
tion of magnetic fields and electron number densities
from which full polarization emission maps can be gen-
erated.
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APPENDIX
A - RADIATIVE TRANSFER OF POLARIZED EMISSION
Fig. 10.— Schematic representation of an individual TEMZ cell. Emission from an adjacent cell I 0ν enters this cell and combines with
the intrinsic cell emission I ∞ν to produce the resultant total intensity Iν that leaves the cell along a given ray.
Stokes I, Q, U, & V Transfer Functions
The full Stokes equations of polarized radiative transfer are presented in Jones & O’Dell (1977). The matrix
presented in §3 (Equation 2) can be shown to yield the following expressions for the four Stokes parameters (Equations
A1, A2, A3, & A4 below) along a ray passing through a cell of magnetized plasma (see Figure 10). These solutions
involve an arbitrary rotation of coordinates to a reference frame in the plasma in which the emission and absorption
coefficients of Stokes U are η Uν = κU = κ
∗
U = 0. This rotation, discussed in Jones & O’Dell (1977), makes the
mathematics more tractable. In particular, the observed total intensity (Iν) from a given cell is a “blend” of intrinsic
cell emission (I ∞ν ) with external emission (I
0
ν ) passing into the cell from an adjacent cell along a particular sight-line:
Iν = I
∞
ν + e
−τ
{
cosh(χτ)
[
1
2
(1 + q2 + v2)( I 0ν − I ∞ν ) + ( q × v )(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
−sinh(χτ)
[
( q · k )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν )+ ( v · k )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
+cos(χ∗τ)
[
1
2
(1− q2 − v2)( I 0ν − I ∞ν )− ( q × v )(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
−sin(χ∗τ)
[
( q × k )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν )+ ( v × k )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
] }
. (A1)
The optical depth of the cell is denoted by τ and is a function of the cell’s opacity κ integrated along the ray’s path
length l through the cell: τ =
∫
κ dl. The quantities χ and χ∗, as well as q, v, and k, are defined in Jones & O’Dell
(1977) and pertain to the effects of Faraday rotation and conversion acting on both the radiation passing through the
cell and the radiation intrinsic to the cell. This implies that each cell in the TEMZ computational grid is an “internal”
Faraday screen for radiation emanating from adjacent cells along any given sight-line. As τ →∞, Equation A1 yields:
Iν → I ∞ν (i.e., in the optically thick case the observed intensity is simply equal to the source function intrinsic to the
cell), and as τ → 0, Equation A1 yields: Iν → I 0ν (i.e., in the optically thin case the observed intensity is simply equal
to the unmodified emission passing through the cell). The solutions to the other three Stokes parameters (analogous
to Equation A1) are given by the following expressions:
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Qν = Q
∞
ν + e
−τ
{
cosh(χτ)
[
1
2
(1 + q2 − v2)(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν ) + ( q · v )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
−sinh(χτ)
[
( q · k )( I 0ν − I ∞ν )− (v × k)(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
+cos(χ∗τ)
[
1
2
(1− q2 + v2)(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν )− ( q · v )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
−sin(χ∗τ)
[
( q × k )( I 0ν − I ∞ν ) + ( v · k )(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
] }
(A2)
Uν = U
∞
ν + e
−τ
{
cosh(χτ)
[
−(q × v)( I 0ν − I ∞ν ) +
1
2
(1− q2 − v2)(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
−sinh(χτ)
[
( v · k )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν )− ( q × k )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
+cos(χ∗τ)
[
(q × v)( I 0ν − I ∞ν ) +
1
2
(1 + q2 + v2)(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
−sin(χ∗τ)
[
−( v · k )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν ) + ( q · k )(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
] }
(A3)
Vν = V
∞
ν + e
−τ
{
cosh(χτ)
[
( q · v )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν ) +
1
2
(1− q2 + v2)(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
−sinh(χτ)
[
( v · k )( I 0ν − I ∞ν ) + ( q × k )(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
]
+cos(χ∗τ)
[
−( q · v )(Q 0ν −Q ∞ν ) +
1
2
(1 + q2 − v2)(V 0ν − V ∞ν )
]
−sin(χ∗τ)
[
(v × k)( I 0ν − I ∞ν )− ( q · k )(U 0ν − U ∞ν )
] }
. (A4)
Similar to Equation A1, as τ → ∞, Equations (A2-A4) yield: Qν , Uν , Vν → Q ∞ν , U ∞ν , V ∞ν , respectively, and as
τ → 0, Equations (A2-A4) yield: Qν , Uν , Vν → Q 0ν , U 0ν , V 0ν .
Optical Depth
Following Jones & O’Dell (1977) (their equations C4, C6, & C17 for the transfer coefficients of the synchrotron
process), the optical depth through a TEMZ cell is evaluated as follows:
τ =
∫
κ dl
=
∫
κα κ⊥ (νB⊥/ν)α+5/2 dl
=
∫
κα (rec) ν
−1
B⊥ [ 4pig(ϑ) ] [ n0 ] (νB⊥/ν)
α+5/2 dl
= κα (rec) ν
−1
B⊥ [ 4pig(ϑ) ] [ n0 ] (νB⊥/ν)
α+5/2 l , (A5)
where l is the path length through the TEMZ cell (evaluated by RADMC-3D) and n0 is the electron number density
within the cell; the plasma is homogeneous within each cell. The characteristic length scale of a TEMZ cell for the
simulations presented in this paper was set to 0.004 pc. The following power-law energy distribution is set in each
cell: n(γ) =
∫
noγ
−sdγ, where the energy of a given electron is E = γmec2 and s is a power-law index (related to the
optically thin spectral index α by s = 2α+ 1). This power-law is assumed valid over the energy range γmin to γmax, as
discussed in §4. The parameter κα is a physical constant (of order unity) that is tabulated in Jones & O’Dell (1977)
and depends on the value of the spectral index α. The quantity νB⊥ is given by:
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νB⊥ =
eB sinϑ
2pi mec
, (A6)
where ϑ is the angle that the line of sight makes with respect to the local magnetic field vector in the co-moving frame
of the plasma cell (see Figure 11).
Fig. 11.— A schematic representation of the effect of relativistic aberration on the angle ϑ between the line of sight and the local
magnetic field vector within the co-moving frame of the plasma cell. The jet axis is set to zˆ and, in the observer’s frame, the angle of
inclination of the jet to the line of sight is θ. Owing to relativistic aberration, the sight-line is aberrated from nˆ to nˆ′ in the co-moving
frame of the plasma. In this figure a prime (in red) denotes the co-moving frame of the plasma.
Relativistic Aberration
When computing ϑ, one needs to account for the effects of relativistic aberration; in particular, the following Lorentz
transformation maps our sight-line unit vector nˆ in the observer’s frame to the corresponding sight-line unit vector nˆ′
in the co-moving frame of the plasma:
nˆ′ =
nˆ+ Γ~β [ ΓΓ+1βcos(θ)− 1 ]
Γ [ 1− βcos(θ) ] , (A7)
(Lyutikov, Pariev, & Gabuzda 2005), where Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor of the jet flow and ~β ≡ ~vjet/c. As illustrated
in Figure 11, the jet velocity is assumed to be along the zˆ-axis and therefore ~β = { 0, 0, β }, where β =
√
1− 1Γ2 .
From Figure 11 it also follows that: nˆ = { sin(θ), 0, cos(θ) }, where θ is the angle of inclination of the jet to the line
of sight in the observer’s frame. Recalling the definition of the relativistic Doppler boosting factor: δ ≡ 1Γ( 1−βcos(θ) ) ,
Equation A7 can be rewritten in component form as:
nˆ′ = δ { sin(θ), 0, cos(θ) + Γβ
[
Γ
Γ + 1
βcos(θ)− 1
]
}
= δ { sin(θ), 0, Γ[ cos(θ)− β ] } , (A8)
after combining terms and simplifying. In the co-moving frame of the plasma, the local magnetic field vector is given
by Bˆ′ = ( Bx, By, Bz ). It then follows that:
cos(ϑ) = nˆ′ · Bˆ′ → ϑ = cos−1
{
δ sin(θ) Bx + δ Γ[ cos(θ)− β ] Bz
}
. (A9)
In Equation A5, the term g(ϑ) is the pitch angle distribution of the electrons within the plasma. Here we have assumed
an isotropic pitch angle distribution, g(ϑ) = 12 sin(ϑ).
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Faraday Rotation and Conversion Depths
As discussed in §4, the Faraday rotation (τF ) and conversion (τC) depths through a TEMZ cell are given by
τF = |ζ∗V | τ and τC = |ζ∗Q| τ respectively. The expressions ζ∗V and ζ∗Q represent normalized plasma absorption
coefficients: ζ∗(Q,V ) ≡ κ∗(Q,V )/κI (i.e., the κ’s in the matrix shown in §3) and are defined as follows:
ζ∗Q = −ζ∗Qα (ν/νmin)α−
1
2
{[
1−
(νmin
ν
)α− 12 ](
α− 1
2
)−1}
for α >
1
2
(A10)
ζ∗V = ζ
∗V
α (ν/νmin)
α+ 12
ln γmin
γmin
cot(ϑ)
[
1 +
α+ 2
2α+ 3
]
, (A11)
where ζ∗Qα and ζ
∗V
α are physical constants (of order unity) that are tabulated in Jones & O’Dell (1977) and depend
on the value of the spectral index α. The quantity νmin ≡ γ2minνB⊥. In all of the computations presented in this
paper, we have assumed a constant optically thin spectral index of α = 0.65 (s = 2.3). Equations A10 & A11 are only
applicable provided: νobs > νmin. We have confirmed numerically that this criterion is met in all cells in all of our
ray-trace calculations presented in this paper.
Intrinsic Circular Polarization as a Test of the Algorithm
Equations (A1-A4) have been incorporated into a numerical algorithm to solve for Iν , Qν , Uν , and Vν along rays
passing through the TEMZ grid. This numerical algorithm has been embedded into the ray-tracing code RADMC-3D.
Each subroutine within this algorithm has been carefully vetted by comparing computed values to analytic calculations.
As a further test of this algorithm, we compute the intrinsic fractional circular polarization (mc = −V/I) within each
cell along a particular sight-line by setting I 0ν = Q
0
ν = U
0
ν = V
0
ν = 0 while ray-tracing with RADMC-3D. We
compare our computed values (Equation A4 divided by A1) to an analytic expression for intrinsic mc presented in
Wardle & Homan (2003):
mc = −V
I
=  Vα
(νB⊥
ν
)1/2
cotϑ . (A12)
The results of this comparison along a random sight-line through the TEMZ grid is illustrated in Figure 12. The
excellent agreement between the numerical and analytical calculations implies that Equations (A1-A4) have been
incorporated correctly into our numerical algorithm.
Fig. 12.— Comparison of values of fractional CP (mc = −V/I) computed within individual plasma cells of the TEMZ grid along an
arbitrarily selected RADMC-3D sight-line. The radiative transfer starts at the back of the jet (cell 0) and progresses to the front (cell
120), resulting in the creation of one pixel in our image maps. The red circles correspond to values computed with Equation (A12), an
analytic expression for mc taken from Wardle & Homan (2003). The blue circles are computed by dividing Equation (A4) by Equation
(A1), taken from Jones & O’Dell (1977), where we have set I 0ν = Q
0
ν = U
0
ν = V
0
ν = 0 to ensure that the emission is intrinsic. The
cell-to-cell agreement between these two quantities along this sight-line represents a successful test of the numerical code.
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B - GLOBAL VLBI ARRAY RESOLUTION IMAGES
As discussed in §6, the majority of the synthetic images presented in this paper are of scales within the jet that are
smaller than the maximum resolution currently attainable with ground based interferometric arrays. In the interest
of making direct comparisons to current (and upcoming) mm-wave VLBI blazar observations, we present in this
appendix a series of images identical to those presented in Figure 5, but that have instead been convolved with a
elliptical Gaussian beam of FWHM 0.14 × 0.05 mas. These images (Figure 13) mimic the resolution attainable with
the longest baselines available to the Global Millimeter VLBI Array (GMVA).
Fig. 13.— (Upper left panel) - A rendering of the total intensity I at an observing frequency of 86 GHz. The magnetic field has
the disordered structure shown in the right panel of Figure 2. (Upper right panel) - Rendering of linearly polarized intensity P of the
disordered TEMZ grid. Black line segments indicate the electric vector position angles (EVPAs) as projected onto the plane of the sky (I
contours are overlaid in white). The effects of relativistic aberration (see Lyutikov, Pariev, & Gabuzda 2005) on the orientation of these
EVPAs have been included in these calculations. (Lower panel) - A plot of the fractional CP in the observer’s frame highlighting the
different regions within the jet that produce positive and negative CP. An integrated value (see discussion in §7) of CP is listed to the lower
right. The above images have all been convolved with the elliptical Gaussian beam of FWHM 0.14 × 0.05 mas shown in the lower left of
each panel. Λ (listed in the upper left panel) pertains to the plasma composition of the jet and is discussed in §10.
